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About This Content

The DANCER DLC is a story-focused add-on to Cultist Simulator, the award-winning Lovecraftian card game.
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In the occult cabaret that calls itself the Ecdysis Club, the distinction between pleasure and pain is as delicate and essential as the
human skin. It is all that keeps us from making the very worst mistakes.

Pursue a career as a Dancer at the Club. Determine which parts of yourself to surrender. Cross oceans in pursuit of the ancient
rites that beat in the Wood. Consider the ascensions that open to you. Choose carefully.

The DANCER DLC includes:

Rise to unearthly fame as the Dancer, employed at the infamous Gaiety Theatre, Ecdysis Club or in some of the more exclusive
city parlours.
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Explore a trinity of insights into the powers of Heart, Moth, and those who came before. Realise your true form, and perhaps
even tempt one of the enigmatic Ligeians to the Dance...

Some dances can only be performed in far places, and some cannot be performed in human shape.

Win a minor Work victory at Glover & Glover to unlock the Dancer Legacy on your next playthrough. You could also find
Sulochana and speak with her at the Ecdysis Club about your current Desire...
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doesnt download. how do u create a profile in the game so that u can play it. I LOVE THES GAME. This game....well I
REALLY LIKE THIS GAME! I mostly play on easy mode with all my animals being immortal and all buildings unlocked. The
only thing i dont like with this game is it dosnt tell you how to unlock animals. In freeplay i hope they add a feature that makes
it so all animals are unlocked to. by that i mean one that works. also watch out in the reviews!!! people will copy and paste the
same review on diffrent accounts just so no one will buy this game. Ladyredfoxx review said not to buy the game and someone
copyed and pasted it so now there is about 20 copys of her review made buy the same person.. Very fun mission. It is extremely
frustrating and very challenging and after about four attempts, I still couldn't complete it. I somewhat like the twist in starting in
Modern Times and having to optimistically rapidly expand your economy while being careful. The tasks you have to complete
are doable, but anything can screw you up as the mission task is very fragile. I recommend it for the challenge.

I like the building in this DLC, a nice small addition.

I haven't touched any other parts of the DLC.

For the first four DLC of Tropico 5, this has probably the best challenge. I purchased this DLC for $2.40 on sale and I
recommend it at that price, but at $3.99, I wouldn't purchase it. 7\/10

----

Thanks for reading my review! If you like my reviews and care to read more, feel free to join Antwog's Analysis (Reviews). 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/AntwogReviews

If you have questions comment below or post in Antwog's Analysis (Reviews) general discussion page. If you liked it, give it a
rating.
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The base game is pretty fun and full of content... this DLC just adds onto that. It had cool seeking missiles and 20mm cannons
as well as a few paint jobs and flight suits......... it adds 3 new aces which are easily killed with said missiles... the price is the
biggest problem for me...... $6.29NZD for not that much of an addition... i feel more content needs to be added to this DLC or
the price needs to be lowered at this current price sadly i can not recommend this DLC as it is to pricy for what you get....... the
base game is full of content and i feel this DLC doesnt add much to it........ save your money!!!. Good hidden object scenes, lots
of items to confuse you, detailed and precies.
Intense story, captivating.
Puzzles are logical and can often be solved in different ways.
Pretty surroundings, tense atmosphere, well done to give the player the right (wrong?) feeling (a Good Thing).. First level is
hard. Second level, okay, I somehow got through that level. Third level, WTF. Seriously, what kind of sadistic devs are these?
Why did they make this look like a children's game. Fourth level, no way. There's no effing way anybody can get through this.
After several deaths and much perserverance, I get to the cheese. Fifth level ... looks at maze ... tries one time, then rage quits.

Okay so maybe rolling rat mode in classic levels is not for me. Let's try board tilt. First level .... how do you even? No way, rage
quit. Pin wheel? Ahhh... finally ... one easy level.

Warning: Don't even try first person view, you can't see anything.

Rating 5\/10. I hate my life now.. I loved using the smuggler with the witch hunters.. Just to mention, I don't have much time in
the game but I have hundreds of hours in VSRGs, and after playing the game at the hardest difficulty for this time I think I have
some sort of opinion.

Simply enough, the game as it stands seems like it's quite easy to seasoned VSRG players (Vertical Scrolling Rhythm Games). If
you're looking for a challenging game, this is not it. However, that is not to say this game is bad. Let's dive into what makes it a
good game and who should end up playing this.

If you're someone new to rhythm games, or you're a casual rhythm gamer then this game is perfect for you. The song difficulties
go up to a maximum of 10, and at the maximum difficulty the most complex patterns are single streams and a couple of jumps
thrown in there (jumps are just two notes played at the same time). Someone who's new, or a casual, would find this game
enjoyable because of its simplicity and great art style which brings me to another point: The game looks gorgeous. It's not built
for playability (as in, competitive), it's built for style which gets an A+ from me. If you fall under these categories, pick the
game up.

That brings me to my other point, the people who SHOULDN'T really expect much from this game are those who are already
seasoned and active VSRG player (those who are coming from years of Stepmania, Etterna, osu!mania, or IIDX). I fall under
this category, however I do enjoy just playing chill charts from time to time which allows me to enjoy this game. However,
there isn't much here for us. This game being built for mobile and arguably also built for console (switch) ... playing on PC is
almost like CHEATING. I recommend this game create some PC focused charts for the PC game in the future, and perhaps
label them so they're easy to get to.

I enjoy the game, but there are a lot of people who potentially will not.

ALSO: Just wait for Quaver lol. Why is it in Polish? Is that language even Polish? I really struggled to enjoy the game, it was
buggy, there were no instructions, controls overlapped and I didn't understand what was happening. I can't believe I paid money
for this, honestly. Willing to give it another shot in a few months when all the issues are sorted.

This is my first ever Steam review because I strongly feel that this game needs a LOT of work, and people shouldn't pay money
for it. Buyer beware!. Graphically, it's a nice looking game, fairly over the top designs for the heroes and robots. Unlike most
games of this genre it isn't just going from left to right, there is a 3D element in play too as you can be heading up or down
along a path as well, so it isn't quite linear, which opens the door for the a bit of exploring if it appears there are two paths you
can take.The HUD is perfect in its simplicity, top par is your health, bottom bar is your energy (which is tied to the player's
ability to block or fire a weaspon)

The controls are easy to learn, which is a huge plus, as some games tend to over-think the controlscheme a bit, though Zheros
does have some control elements I don't like (the hold a button to charge an attack gimmick is something I truly hate, no matter
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the game). Playing normal difficulty, there is a nice even flow, where you have to learn and master all the basics, as knowing
when to dodge and block can often be a determining factor being victory and defeat, by the end of the 3rd stage, a player should
have all the basics down solid (at least in theory)

The music is where this game shines, I was just bopping along to the sound track, it's that infectious! The sound effects are of a
decent quality, the robots have little sounds they make when getting smack around which is a nice touch.

VERDICT
Though Zheros has very mixed reviews on Steam, I find it enjoyable for what it is, and since decent beat 'em games are not as
easy to come by these days, I give this game my approval, and recommend you give it a shot!

Review can also befound on my blog at www.fredcasdensbasement.com. So it turns out this game is pretty good. It's a
stealth\/action game in a isometric world.

Pros: Overall, gameplay is pretty entertaining. You get to sneak around and kill dudes to get stuff done. There are interactable
items in the environment as well as gadgets you can use to distract the guards. The missions take a while to complete (especially
if you are a perfectionist like me). There are many unlocks, each with an upgrade each. Most of it is pretty standard stuff, just
done in an isometric POV. I guess there's a story too...

Cons: The KB and mouse control bindings are terrible. The AI is pretty dumb. The combat is jenky. Especially with weapons...
you have to be lightning fast and kill with all shots hitting to not fail the "undetected" task for the level. There are only 15
missions total.

Like I said, it's an overall fun game, especially if you like stealth type games. I would recommend it, but I would probably wait
for a sale to pick it up.
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